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Abstract—The coplanar waveguide (CPW)-to-coplanar stripline
(CPS) transition is analyzed theoretically and experimentally in
this paper. To characterize this transition in the lower frequency
band, a simple equivalent-circuit model that consists of uniform
and nonuniform transmission lines is established. The elements of
this model can all be obtained by the closed-form formulas; hence,
this model is suitable for computer-aided-design application. This
model is then applied to design and analyze the CPW-to-CPS
transitions with various structure parameters. In the higher
frequency band, the partially prizm-gridded finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method is employed to take into account
the bond-wire effect as well as the surface-wave leakage and
space-wave radiation associated with the transition. In this study,
results based on equivalent-circuit model, FDTD simulation,
and measurement are compared. Good agreement among these
results supports the usefulness of the proposed equivalent-circuit
model and also validates the FDTD method. By using the equiv-
alent-circuit model to optimize the transition configuration, the
CPW-to-CPS transition with broad bandwidth and low insertion
loss may be achieved.

Index Terms—Coplanar stripline, coplanar waveguide, equiva-
lent-circuit model, FDTD method, transitions.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RANSITION structures are employed to transform
electromagnetic energy between two different types of

transmission lines. To guarantee smooth transition, not only the
impedance match, but also the field match should be sustained
[1]. Sometimes a transition can attain the field match and/or
impedance match only in a narrow frequency band and would
exhibit high insertion loss elsewhere. This paper analyzes
the coplanar waveguide (CPW)-to-coplanar stripline (CPS)
transition proposed by [2], aiming at maximizing the bandwidth
and minimizing the insertion loss.

The CPW and CPS, as media for hybrid and monolithic mi-
crowave integrated circuits, both have the merits of small disper-
sion, less sensitivity to substrate thickness, simple realization of
short-circuited ends, easy integration of series and shunt active
and passive components, and eliminating the need of via holes.
With the advent of uniplanar microwave integrated circuits [3],
the CPS with balanced configuration offers flexibility in the de-
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sign of uniplanar circuits such as mixers, antennas [4], and op-
toelectronic devices [5]. It can also feature better immunity to
power supply noise and ground noise than the unbalanced trans-
mission linesuchasCPW[6].Consequently,balancedCPSstruc-
tures are attractive in implementing the RF integrated circuits in
portable radio transceivers. However, the research works con-
cerning CPS circuit components are relatively limited and only
severalCPSdiscontinuitiesandcomponentswere recentlyexam-
ined [7]–[10]. To fully utilize the advantages of these uniplanar
transmission lines, implementation of wide-band and low-loss
transitions between CPW and CPS is essential.

Previous investigations on CPW-to-CPS transitions have
been reported in the literature [11]–[17]. The transitions,
developed by Trifunovic´ [11], with Marchand type and double
Y-junction type require large chip sizes for implementation at
lower frequency and suffer from limited bandwidth due to the
use of quarter-wavelength CPW open stub and CPS short stub.
The transition proposed by Hoet al. [12], which consists of
a parallel slotline radial stub and a sudden change of slotline
into CPS, has small insertion loss, but its bandwidth is limited
by the imperfect open stub termination. Another transition
design is accomplished by connecting the CPW abruptly into
a slotline with an unterminated slotline open [13], [14]. The
slotline is then gradually transformed into the CPS by tapering
the slotline metallization planes. The unterminated slotline
open produces a decent broad-band performance, but also
generates higher radiation loss [15]. One may also employ
the quarter-wavelength transformer in designing a transition
[16], [17], but the bandwidth would be quite limited and the
step discontinuities must be compensated to avoid higher order
mode excitation [18].

In this paper, the CPW-to-CPS transition proposed by [2] and
shown in Fig. 1(a) is analyzed theoretically and experimentally.
By properly designing the structure to fulfill the field match
and impedance match conditions, the transition performance
may be improved in the sense of bandwidth and insertion loss.
Although other researchers [16],[17] introduced similar struc-
tures experimentally, their design and analysis procedures are
still demanding. This paper intends to give an approach for de-
signing and analyzing this transition based on a simple equiv-
alent-circuit model and an extended finite-difference time-do-
main (FDTD) technique [19].

II. THEORETICAL MODELING

In this paper, the CPW-to-CPS transition structure shown
in Fig. 1(a) is investigated in detail. For theoretical modeling,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. CPW-to-CPS transition. (a) Physical configuration. (b)
Equivalent-circuit model.

this transition structure is decomposed into six parts, i.e.,
the symmetric coplanar waveguide (SCPW), the asymmetic
coplanar waveguide tapered linearly in the lower slot (TCPW),
the asymmetric coplanar waveguide tapered linearly in the
upper ground plane (ACPW), the unterminated slotline open
(TSLO), the asymmetric coplanar stripline tapered linearly in
the upper strip (TCPS), and the symmetric coplanar stripline
(SCPS). The lower slot width of TCPW is tapered from SCPW
to ACPW and then kept the same as the slot width of SCPS so
as to minimize the discontinuity effect between them. By nar-
rowing the lower slot width gradually and terminating the open
stub on the upper slot, the electromagnetic power on the upper
slot may efficiently couple to the lower one. The upper strip of
TCPS is also tapered gradually to attain the impedance match
between TCPW and SCPS. Typical geometrical dimensions of
the CPW-to-CPS transition in Fig. 1(a) are given in Table I.

A. Equivalent-Circuit Model

Fig. 1(b) shows the equivalent-circuit model for the
CPW-to-CPS transition in Fig. 1(a). The parts SCPW, ACPW,
and SCPS are described by uniform transmission lines for
which the characteristic impedance( ), effective dielectric
constant , and attenuation constant (dB/cm) are deter-
mined by the quasi-static formulas based on the conformal
mapping technique [20], [21]. Note that the widths of ground
planes of SCPW, TCPW, and ACPW are all assumed to be
infinite to apply the available formulas. The three tapered struc-
tures (TCPW, TCPS, and TSLO) are modeled by nonuniform
transmission lines. For theoretical analysis, each nonuniform
transmission line is divided into sections and, in each section,
the characteristic impedance is varied linearly and the propaga-

tion constant is assumed to be constant. Let the characteristic
impedance profile in theth section starts with and varies
linearly with slope along the length . The two-port ABCD
matrix elements of theth section can then be given by [22]

(1)

in which , , while and
( , ) denote the th-order Bessel functions of first

and second kinds, respectively. The matrices of the
nonuniform transmission lines can be evaluated by cascading
the matrices for all sections, i.e.,

(2)

Expression (2) is very efficient even for large, although only a
few sections (say, ) are enough to yield convergent results
in most practical cases.

By accounting for the conductor and dielectric losses, the
propagation constant should be regarded as a complex
number, i.e., . In the case of small loss ( ), the
Bessel functions in (1) can be evaluated approximately by [23]

or

(3)

The -parameters of TCPW and TCPS are computed by the
matrices in (2). Additional handling is required for

the part TSLO, which denotes the aperture radially fanned out
from the upper slot of ACPW to the open region with angle.
This part is basically a nonuniform slotline open whose length
( m) is assumed to be the width of the upper
ground plane of ACPW in cross section of Fig. 1(a). To
facilitate numerical analysis, the metallization planes of slotline
are assumed to be infinite to apply the available empirical
formulas in [20], [24] for the various transmission-line parame-
ters, including the characteristic impedance, effective dielectric
constant, and attenuation constant. After obtaining the
matrix of TSLO by (1) and (2), the input impedance seen from
the end of ACPW can be given by

(4)

in which denotes the load impedance at the far open end of
TSLO. In practice, can be substituted by an ideal open, i.e.,

. Consequently, (4) gives the input impedance of the
unterminated slotline open (TSLO) as

(5)
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS (ALL IN MICROMETERS) OF CPW-TO-CPS TRANSITION [FIG. 1(a)] FOR FIGS. 2–4 (SUBSTRATE: THICKNESSh = 635�m, � = 9:8,

tan � = 0:0001; METALLIZATION : THICKNESSt = 3�m, � = 4:1� 10 S/m)

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS OFEQUIVALENT-CIRCUIT MODEL

[FIG. 1(b)] FOR FIGS. 2–4

The cascade of all uniform and tapered transmission-line
parts yields the complete equivalent circuit of the CPW-to-CPS
transition, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Notably, the elements of
equivalent circuit may all be obtained from the closed-form
approximation formulas [20], [21], [24] and, hence, the
model can easily be implemented into computer-aided design
(CAD) packages. The characteristic parameters of the equiv-
alent-circuit model [Fig. 1(b)], corresponding to Table I, are
summarized in Table II.

B. FDTD Method

For a more detailed full-wave analysis, an extended FDTD
method [19] is applied to analyze the transition. In this
simulation, most of the simulation region is handled by a con-
ventional FDTD algorithm with spatial and time increments of

m and ps, respectively. An extended
scheme is employed to deal with the tapered region, which

TABLE III
DIMENSIONS (ALL IN MICROMETERS) OF CPW-TO-CPS TRANSITION FOR

FIG. 7. (SUBSTRATE: THICKNESSh = 635�m, � = 9:8; tan � = 0:0001;
metallization: thicknesst �m, � = 4:1 � 10 S/m;Z = 65:8


AND 83.6
)

is divided into prizm cells and solved by the finite-element
method. Roughly speaking, the whole simulation region is
divided into 80 55 260 cells with eight perfectly matched
layers (PML’s) [25] located on the outer boundaries. The
staircase approximation is used to model the bond wires. In
this FDTD simulation, both conductor and dielectric losses are
neglected, and the conductor thickness is considered to be zero
for simplicity.

To obtain the desired frequency responses, a Gaussian pulse
with enough frequency components is used as the incident wave
to the transition. By using the fast Fourier transformation, the
obtained time-domain data are converted into the frequency-do-
main ones from which the -parameters of the transition may
be computed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The CPW-to-CPS transition [Fig. 1(a)] with dimensions sum-
marized in Table I is analyzed theoretically and experimentally.
All the circuits in this paper are fabricated on a 635-µm-thick
alumina substrate ( and ) and have
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Fig. 2. S-parameters of back-to-back CPW-to-CPS transition configuration
(� = 60

�) based on equivalent-circuit model, FDTD method, and measurement.
(For Figs. 2–4, the dimensions and characteristic parameters are given in Tables I
and II.)

strips of metallization thickness m and conductivity
S/m. The bond wires with length 252.8µm and

diameter 17.7µm are properly soldered at discontinuities to sup-
press the non-CPW mode. Theoretically, simulated results are
computed based on the equivalent-circuit model [Fig. 1(b)] and
the extended FDTD method [19]. The measurements are per-
formed on the back-to-back configuration, using the HP 8510B
network analyzer together with the thru-reflection line (TRL)
calibration technique. The measurement technique also utilizes
on-wafer standards along with a pair of ground–signal–ground
RF probes [15].

To examine the applicable frequency range of the equiv-
alent-circuit model, Fig. 2 shows the-parameters of the
back-to-back transition configuration from the cascaded
equivalent-circuit model [Fig. 1(b)], FDTD method, and
measurement. Agreement among these results supports the
usefulness of the proposed equivalent-circuit model and FDTD
method. The measured results show that resonances happen
near 20 and 30 GHz, which are related to the length of (TCPS

SCPS) and the largest distance between bond wires, respec-
tively. Without taking the bond-wire effect into account, the
equivalent-circuit model only presents the first resonance near
20 GHz. This model exhibits better agreement with measure-
ment than FDTD does in the lower frequency band since it has
included the conductor and dielectric losses in the simulation.
The extended FDTD method is not so reliable in the lower
frequency band since it is difficult to span enough simulation
region due to memory constraints here. Nonetheless, the ex-
tended FDTD method may take into account the surface-wave
leakage and space-wave radiation and, hence, its results fit
the measured ones better in the higher frequency band. As

Fig. 3. S-parameters of CPW-to-CPS transition (� = 60
�) based on the

equivalent-circuit model and FDTD method.

depicted from the comparison, the applicable frequency range
of the proposed equivalent-circuit model is found up to 20
GHz. With the merits of less numerical processing time and
easy implementation into CAD software, this model is useful
in characterizing the proposed transition configuration. The
FDTD analysis, although costing comparatively much more
memory and CPU time, becomes necessary and provides
useful information for transition design when electromagnetic
radiation and coupling effects must be considered.

The CPW-to-CPS transition is useful as a balun in a prac-
tical uniplanar circuit, however it should be measured in the
back-to-back configuration. By the equivalent-circuit model and
the extended FDTD analysis, it is not difficult to characterize
the single transition shown in Fig. 1(a). The simulated-pa-
rameters by these two methods are shown in Fig. 3 and reason-
able agreement up to 40 GHz between them can be found. It
is worthy mentioning that the conductor and dielectric losses
are accounted for, but the high frequency surface-wave leakage
and space-wave radiation are neglected in the equivalent-cir-
cuit model, and vice versa in the extended FDTD method. As
a result, the equivalent-circuit model predicts smaller than
FDTD does in the lower frequency range, but larger as fre-
quency is above 35 GHz.

The energy-transfer mechanism of the CPW-to-CPS transi-
tion may be qualitatively discussed by observing the-directed
power densities along the upper slot () and lower slot ( ), as
shown in Fig. 4. The total electric and magnetic fields are cal-
culated from the FDTD method and the Poynting vectors are
integrated along the width of the slots to get the power den-
sities and at the positions of , , , , , and in
Fig. 1(a). The input Gaussian power distributions are fed to the
upper and lower slots of SCPW at the input port I and kept the
same until the plane . By narrowing the width of the lower
slot gradually, the electric field concentrates toward the lower
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Fig. 4. Gaussian power distributions along the upper and lower slots of
CPW-to-CPS transition (� = 60

�).

slot region, giving at the plane . At the exit plane ,
the remaining power on the upper slot is partially coupled to the
lower one and partially transmitted to the TSLO around which
the space-wave radiation loss most likely takes place. Most of
the power in the lower slot is transmitted to the balanced SCPS
at the output port through TCPS as shown at planesand .
By carefully examining the energy-transfer mechanism along
the transition, the unterminated slotline open and tapered CPW
and CPS structures can be chosen properly so that the transition
with small insertion loss may be achieved.

The circuit performance is degraded by the discontinuity mis-
match in transition configurations. To reduce this mismatch ef-
fect, the inclined angle [Fig. 1(a)] associated with the tapered
structures TCPS and TSLO is varied to optimize the transi-
tion response. Fig. 5 shows the simulated-parameters of the
CPW-to-CPS transition for various inclined angles from the
equivalent-circuit model. Quite opposite to our expectation, the
case of 60 inclination shows higher and lower and
is thus less suitable than the 30case. This demonstrates that the
effect of inclined angle is important in determining the transi-
tion response. By using the efficient equivalent-circuit model in
the design process, the optimum inclined angle for better tran-
sition response can easily be achieved in seconds compared to
hours in FDTD simulation.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated-parameters, from the equiva-
lent-circuit model, of the transition with the length of ACPW
( ) as a parameter. It can be found that the reflection co-
efficient decreases and the transmission coefficient
increases as the length is shortened. Hence, the length

can be reduced for saving the wafer area if the coupling
between TCPW and TCPS is not significant.

Fig. 5. SimulatedS-parameters (by equivalent-circuit model) of CPW-to-CPS
transition with inclined angle� as parameters. (The other dimensions are the
same as in Table I.)

Fig. 6. SimulatedS-parameters (by equivalent-circuit model) of CPW-to-CPS
transition (� = 30

�, L = 158�m) with length of ACPW (L ) as
parameters. (The other dimensions are the same as in Table I.)

A transition between two media of different impedance levels
is sometimes required in practical circuit design. Fig. 7 shows
the effect of the impedance of SCPS ( ) on the -param-
eters, which are computed by the equivalent-circuit model with
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Fig. 7. SimulatedS-parameters (by equivalent-circuit model) of CPW-to-CPS
transition (� = 30

�, L = 158�m) with impedance of SCPS (Z ) as
parameters. (For the caseZ = 58:6
, the other dimensions are the same
as in Table I; and for the casesZ = 63:8 and 83.6
, the dimensions are
shown in Table III.)

in Fig. 1(b). The larger the is, the
more the influence of impedance mismatch effect, which results
in the larger the value of . However, the transmission co-
efficient is varied in a more complicated way: it first de-
creases and then increases as increases. The transition
structure with has larger physical dimensions
and, hence, smaller conductor loss of transmission line, making
its value larger than those of the cases with
and .

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the CPW-to-CPS transitions for maximizing the
bandwidth and minimizing the insertion loss have been analyzed
theoretically and experimentally. The transition response has
been evaluated numerically using an equivalent-circuit model
and extended FDTD method. By considering the leakage and
radiation effects in the FDTD method, good agreement between
FDTD results and measured ones is observed in the higher fre-
quency band. A simple equivalent-circuit model including con-
ductor and dielectric losses has been established to characterize
this transition, and good agreement between these simulated re-
sults and measured ones supports the usefulness of the equiv-
alent-circuit model in the lower frequency band. This model,
which possesses the merits of less numerical processing time
and easy implementation into CAD packages, has been used to
examine the transition response by varying the inclined angle,
the length , and the impedance in the lower fre-
quency band. Based on the proposed equivalent-circuit model,

the CPW-to-CPS transition configuration may be optimized to
achieve broad bandwidth and low insertion loss.
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